FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Intelligent Environments Appointed As Distributor of
CommandFusion Hardware in New Zealand
CommandFusion appoint Intelligent Environments Limited as exclusive distributor of their
automation and control hardware range covering the region of New Zealand.

Auckland, New Zealand — 18 May 2015
Intelligent Environments Limited (IEL) have been appointed as a distributor of
CommandFusion hardware covering the region of New Zealand. IEL believe that
Command Fusion automation and control products will be well accepted in the AV market
due to their flexibility and innovative solutions.
CommandFusion director Jarrod Bell believes that the appointment of a new distributor
in New Zealand is an important step for the company. He says it will make
CommandFusion products much more accessible to the existing NZ customer base by
providing localised stock and high quality support and training services.

“We are excited about the role CommandFusion can
play in commercial lighting control, it will allow us to quickly
and easily add a friendly interface and scheduling system to
products that traditionally lack these features.” said Paul
Harris, General Manager at Intelligent Environments
With affordability and a modular, open framework at its core, the CommandFusion
hardware range has proven a cost effective and simple way for integrators to provide a
reliable automation and control solution. Since being released in 2012, its popularity
amongst integrators has been steadily growing. The hardware revolves around a modular

design ensuring that all system sizes from a single room up to an entire campus are cost
effective and suited to any unique requirements. Already successful in the home
automation industry, the hardware range has allowed CommandFusion to quickly gain
ground in the commercial and industrial automation and control sectors. CommandFusion
believes in openness: software and hardware protocols are fully published - allowing
integrators to mix control systems within a job to suit their requirements and budgets.
About CommandFusion
CommandFusion is a designer of powerful, cost effective automation and control software
and hardware. Emphasizing reliability and interoperability, all hardware and software uses
openly documented protocols to allow for ease of integration with other systems.
Founded in Melbourne, Australia in 2005, CommandFusion has been selling its flagship
software product (iViewer) for iOS since 2008. Renowned for its flexibility and versatility,
iViewer is now available for both iOS and Android platforms. The first CommandFusion
hardware products were released in 2012. With a small, dynamic and driven international
team coming from the automation, software and hardware fields, CommandFusion strives
to offer the best support and fastest innovation turnaround in the industry.
About Intelligent Environments Limited
100% kiwi owned and operated, Intelligent Environments was established in 2007 by Paul
and Nikki Harris. Despite the challenge of the economic downturn, the company has
grown to become a leading player in the design and installation of residential and
commercial control systems.
Paul Harris is well known and respected in the industry, with many years of experience
on the management teams of leading manufacturers/suppliers of energy management
and home automation systems.
CommandFusion Automation Hardware is available in New Zealand from Intelligent
Environments Limited.
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